MEMORANDUM FOR DISTRIBUTION

Subj: FISCAL YEAR 2001 DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY (DON) PROCUREMENT COMPETITION GOALS

Encl: (1) CAG Information Sheet - FY 2001 Procurement Competition Goals by Command
      (2) CAG Information Sheet - FY 2001 Sole Source Procurements over $5 Million

The DON has been highly successful in achieving past competition goals. This success satisfied the Competition in Contracting Act, the statute law mandating procurement competition in federal acquisition. Downsizing of the defense industrial base and declining defense budgets continue to make this goal fulfillment a challenge to all of us as competition advocates. Your past achievements in pursuit of competition gives me confidence we will continue to obtain competition where it is in our best interest.

We need to foster buy-in from all our procurement players through actively involving them in the goal establishment process. To get this buy-in, your command competition goal should be built on your subordinate procurement command's competition estimates.

Please complete enclosures (1) and (2) and submit your recommended competition goal to my office by August 4, 2000. We want to have the goals issued by October 2, 2000. Please provide the name and phone number of your goal point of contact (POC) with your goal submittal.

My competition goal POC is LCDR Wardwell. He can be reached at (703) 602-2356 (fax 602-2117), wardwell.thomas@hq.navy.mil. Please contact him if you have any questions.

G. H. Jenkins, Jr
RADM. SC. USN
Subj: FISCAL YEAR 1997 DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
PROCUREMENT COMPETITION GOAL

DISTRIBUTION:
CMC (DC/S/(I&L))
COMSC (N-10)
COMMARCSYS.COM (02)
COMNAVSUPSYS.COM (02)
COMNAVAIRSYS.COM (2.0)
COMNAVFAECNGCOM (11)
COMSPAWARSYS.COM (02)
COMNAVSEASYSYS.COM (02)
CNR (02)
DIR, SSP (SPN)
COMPETITION ADVOCATE GENERAL INFORMATION SHEET

FY 2001 PROCUREMENT COMPETITION GOAL

Command:

Competition Goal:

Estimated total direct purchase dollars (excluding dollars for categories of awards not included in the competition base, examples of funding items not to be included in your competition base are: Foreign Military Sales funds; Small Business Administration 8A set asides; and Federally Funded Research and Development Centers such as the Center for Naval Analysis.):

Estimated total competitively awarded dollars:

Remarks:

(E.g., plans for increasing competition in FY 2000)
COMPETITION ADVOCATE GENERAL INFORMATION SHEET

FY 2001 SOLE SOURCE PROCUREMENTS OVER $5 MILLION

Reporting Command:

Requiring Activity/Code:

System Nomenclature:

Incumbent Contractor:

Description of Requirement:

Quantity: Estimated Value:

Reason for Sole Source:

Action being taken to provide competition in the future:

Enclosure (2)